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ABSTRACT

Software engineering is a challenging task requiring proficiency in both code gen-
eration and interacting with computers. In this paper, we introduce SWE-agent,
an autonomous system that uses a language model to interact with a computer to
solve software engineering tasks. We show that a custom-built agent-computer in-
terface (ACI) greatly enhances the ability of an agent to create and edit code files,
navigate entire repositories and execute programs. On SWE-bench, SWE-agent
is able to solve 12.5% of issues, compared to the previous best of 3.8% achieved
with retrieval-augmented generation (RAG). We explore how ACI design impacts
an agent’s behavior and performance, and provide insights on effective design.

1 INTRODUCTION

Language models (LMs) have become helpful assistants for software development (Chen et al.,
2021; Austin et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022), with users playing the role of mediator between the LM
and the computer to complete programming tasks. For instance, after executing LM-generated code,
a user may request refinements from the LM based on computer feedback such as error messages.
More recently, LMs have been used as autonomous agents that interact with computer environments
without human intervention (Yang et al., 2023a; Wu et al., 2024; Xie et al., 2024). This approach has
the potential to accelerate software development, but remains largely unexplored in realistic settings.
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Figure 1: An agent interacts with a computer through an agent-computer interface (ACI), which
includes the commands the agent uses and the format of the feedback from the computer.

This work introduces SWE-agent, an LM-based autonomous system that can interact with a com-
puter to solve challenging real-world software engineering problems from SWE-bench (Jimenez
et al., 2024). At every turn, SWE-agent outputs a thought and a command, and then receives feed-
back from the execution of the command in the environment (ReAct; Yao et al. (2023b)). As our
main contribution, we establish the importance of designing an agent-computer interface (ACI) to
enhance the LM agent’s performance. We find that custom ACIs tailored to LMs can outperform
existing user interfaces (UIs), such as the Linux shell, designed for human users.

Consider the baseline of using a Linux shell interface (Yang et al., 2023a), which naturally lends
itself to turn-based interaction with an LM agent due to its text-only input commands and outputs.
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In practice, we find that this is an unsuitable environment for agents. For example, it does not provide
simple commands to edit a small chunk of a file, and does not provide any feedback when invalid
edits are made (Figure 5, left). We find that this substantially hampers performance (Section 5). This
leads us to construct a novel agent-computer interface for SWE-agent, which provides commands
for viewing, searching through and editing files, along with carefully crafted environment feedback
(Figure 1), including informative error messages for edits that contain syntax errors (Figure 5, right).
We empirically show that these ACI elements substantially improve performance.

When using GPT-4 Turbo as the base LLM, SWE-agent solves 12.5% of the 2,294 SWE-bench
test issues, substantially outperforming the previous best resolve rate of 3.8% by a non-interactive,
retrieval-augmented system. We perform an ablation study on a subset of 300 SWE-bench test issues
to analyze our ACI design choices (Table 2), and show that SWE-agent solves 10.7 percentage points
more issues than the baseline agent that uses just the default Linux shell. Even though our ACI was
developed for GPT-4 Turbo, we find the interface transfers to a different LM, namely, SWE-agent
with Claude 3 Opus can solve 10.5% issues.

To summarize, our contributions are twofold: first, we build, evaluate, and open-source SWE-agent,
a state-of-the-art system that can solve real-world software engineering tasks, and second, we in-
troduce the concept of the agent-computer interface (ACI) and show how ACI design can lead to
substantial improvements in the performance of LM agents, without modifying the weights of the
underlying language model. We hope our work can drive the community towards further research
on autonomous LM agents and agent-computer interfaces (ACIs).

2 THE AGENT-COMPUTER INTERFACE

An LM acts as an agent by interacting with an environment through iteratively taking actions and
receiving feedback (Yao et al., 2023b; Sumers et al., 2023). Typically the environment is fixed, such
as in robotics, where agents control actuators in the physical world. However, digital environments
offer the flexibility of developing an interface between the agent and the computer, reflected by
the wide variety of interfaces for programs (application programming interfaces, APIs) and humans
(user interfaces, UIs). Here, we argue that LM agents represent a new category of end users and we
call the interface they use to interact with computers the agent-computer interface (ACI).

Observation
Found 13 matches for "rcode":

 sympy/printing/lambdarepr.py (1 matches)

 sympy/printing/rcode.py (12 matches)

Thought + Action

Our script confirms the issue: Max & Min are not being converted to R. Let’s search for rcode.
search_dir "rcode"

Observation
[Open file: sympy/printing/rcode.py (412 lines)] 

 sympy.core.numbers  equal_valued

...


1:
2:

"""The RCodePrinter convert SymPy expressions to strings of R code""" 
from import

Thought + Action

The responsible file is likely to be  We should open and inspect this file.rcode.py.
open sympy/printing/rcode.py

Thought + Action

edit 22:22 
    "Abs": "abs", 
    "Max": "max", 
    "Min": "min",

end_of_edit

We need to add entries Max/Min to known_functions, mapping them to R min/max.

Figure 2: This trajectory snippet shows how SWE-agent interacts with the computer using the ACI.
The LM-generated thoughts and actions are shown in blue, and the computer feedback in red.

Agents interact with a computer in a series of turns: iterating between the agent issuing commands
and the computer responding with the command’s output, visualized in Figure 2. The ACI specifies
the commands available to the LM and how the environment state after the execution of each com-
mand will be communicated back to the LM. It also tracks the history of all previous commands
and observations, and at each step, manages how these should be formatted and combined with
high-level instructions into a single input for the language model.
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In this paper, we keep the language model fixed, and we focus on designing the ACI to achieve
better performance. This means that we shape the available actions, their documentation, and the
environment feedback to complement a language model’s limitations and abilities. We use two ap-
proaches to enhance the ACI on a development set: We manually inspect the behaviour of the agent
to identify difficulties and propose improvements, and we run a grid search over ACI configurations.

This leads us to several observations on what makes for effective ACIs:

1. Actions should be simple and easy to understand. Many bash commands have documentation
that includes dozens of options. Simple commands with a few options and concise documentation
are easier for agents to use, reducing the need for demonstrations or fine-tuning. This is a defining
principle for all SWE-agent commands covered in Section 3.

2. Actions should be efficient. Important operations (e.g., file navigation, editing) should be con-
solidated into as few actions as possible. Efficient actions help agents make meaningful progress
towards a goal in a single step. A bad design is to have many simple actions that need to be
composed across multiple turns for a higher order operation to take effect. We incorporate this
into the Editing and Search interface designs covered in Section 3 and analyzed in Section 5.1.

3. Environment feedback should be informative. High quality feedback provides the agent with
substantive information about the current environment state (and the effect of the agent’s recent
actions) without providing unnecessary details. For instance, when editing a file, updating the
agent on the revised contents is helpful. Figures 3a, 3b and Table 2 provide evidence for this.

4. Guardrails mitigate error propagation. Like humans, LMs can make mistakes when editing or
searching, but LMs struggle to recover from these errors. Building in guardrails, such as a code
syntax checker, that automatically detects mistakes, can help agents recognize errors and then fix
them. We show the effect of editing guardrails in Table 2.

We provide analysis and ablation studies in Section 5 to show how alternative interfaces affect
performance.

3 SWE-AGENT: DESIGNING AN ACI FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

SWE-agent uses an ACI that enables an LM to act as a software engineering agent. To evaluate
our system, we use SWE-bench, a benchmark for evaluating LMs on real world software issues col-
lected from GitHub (Jimenez et al., 2024). SWE-bench’s issue resolution task reflects an important
responsibility of software engineers: Given a codebase and a natural language request (e.g. feature
request, bug report), generate a codebase revision (i.e. a patch) that passes unit tests which verify
that the issue has been remedied. Solving these tasks requires performing a number of software
engineering sub-tasks, including bug localization, program repair, and writing tests.

Existing application interfaces to perform software engineering have naturally been designed around
the human user. For instance, developers frequently use GUI-based IDEs, such as VSCode, or
screen-based text editors, such as Vim. These interfaces have rich visual components and feedback
that make them powerful tools for humans, but may not be as suited to LMs.

Consider a text editor like Vim which relies on cursor-based line navigation and editing. Carrying
out any operation leads to long chains of granular and inefficient interactions. Furthermore, humans
can ignore unexpected inputs, such as accidentally outputting a binary file or thousands of lines
returned from a ‘grep’ search. LMs are sensitive to these types of inputs, which can be distracting
and take up a lot of the limited context available to the model. On the other end, commands that
succeed silently confuses LMs. We observe that LMs will often expend extra actions to verify that
a file was removed or an edit was applied if no automatic confirmation is given. We show that LMs
are substantially more effective when using interfaces built with their needs and limitations in mind.

SWE-agent overcomes these challenges by introducing powerful, tailored tools to provide agents
with a simplified interface to the computer; i.e. the agent-computer interface (ACI). A well-designed
ACI should help the agent understand the state of the repository given the previous changes. It should
also help the agent recover from mistakes, remove unnecessary context from prior observations, and
suppress any unusual, lengthy program outputs.
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Observation (File Viewer)

401:

402:

403:

404:

405:

406:

407:

408:

409:

[File:  (3093 lines total)]
solvers/diophantine.py
(400 lines above)
        


(2684 lines below)

     total_degree  3:

        diop_type  

     total_degree  3 :

        if all coeff k   1 :

            diop_type  

     diop_type  None:

        return var, coeff, diop_type

elif ==
=

elif >
==

=

if is not

"cubic_thue"



[ ]
'general_sum_even'



( )
( )

(a) Observation from the file viewer.

Response (Thought + Edit Action)

edit

end_of_edit

 :
     total_degree  3 and

          len set k.exp k.is_Pow   1):

        if all coeff k   1 :

            diop_type  

404 407

elif >

==
==

=

(
( ( ))

( )
[ ]

[ ]
'general_sum_even'


We need to add a check to ensure that all powers 
are the same. Let's edit the code to include this 
check.

(b) Action using the edit interface.

Figure 3: The file viewer and edit command are integrated with each other. Here, in (a), the file
viewer shows the agent the contents of the open file with line numbers , and in (b), the agent invokes
the edit function to replace lines 404-407 in the open file. After the edit, the file viewer will show
the agent the updated version of the file again.

SWE-agent provides an ACI for LMs to act as software engineering agents, allowing them to effec-
tively search, navigate, edit, and execute code commands. SWE-agent does this through the careful
design of the agent’s search / navigation, file viewer, file editor, and context management. Our
system is built on top of the Linux shell and allows access to common Linux commands and utilities.
We describe the components of the SWE-agent interface in greater detail below.

Search / navigation. Navigating codebases requires finding the right file and content that is relevant
to your purposes. A common strategy for this is to look up terms that might be useful, like files,
functions, or class definitions mentioned in an issue. We introduce special commands find file,
search file, and search dir that output a summary of search results when searching for file-
names and strings within files or directories. Examples of these search result formats can be found
in Figures 8. The find file command can be used to search for filenames in the repository, while
the search file and search dir are used to locate strings in a file or the files of a subdirectory
respectively. Our interface encourages efficient searches by suppressing verbose results. The search
commands return at most 50 results for each search query. If a search produces more than 50 results,
we do not report the results and instead suggest to the agent to write a more specific query.

File viewer. Once models have found a file they want to view, they can do so using the interactive file
viewer by calling the command open on the file path they want to view. The file viewer presents
a window of at most 100 lines of the file at a time. The agent can move this window with the
commands scroll down and scroll up or skip to a specific line with the goto command. To
facilitate in-file navigation and code localization we display the full path of the open file, the total
number of lines in the file, the number of lines omitted before and after the current window, and the
line number (prepended to each line visible). An example of this interface is shown in Figure 3a.

File editor. We provide a few commands that allow models to create and edit files. The edit
command works in conjunction with the file viewer, allowing agents to replace a specific range of
lines in the open file. The edit command takes 3 required arguments: the start line, end line, and
replacement text. In a single step, agents can replace all lines between the start and end lines with the
replacement text, which is visualized in Figure 3b. After edits are applied, the file viewer automati-
cally displays the updated content, allowing the agent to observe the effects of its edit immediately
without needing to invoke any additional commands. An example agent response including an file
edit is shown in Figure 3b.

Similar to how humans may use tools like syntax highlighting to alert them of format errors when
editing files in an IDE, we integrate a code linter into the edit function to alert the model of mis-
takes it may have introduced when editing a file. Errors from the linter are shown to the model with
a snippet of the file contents before and after the error was introduced. Invalid edits are discarded
and the model is asked to try editing the file again.

Context management. The SWE-agent system uses informative prompts, error messages, and
history processors to keep agent context concise and informative. Agents receive instructions, docu-
mentation, and a demonstrations on the correct use of bash and ACI commands. At each step, agents
are instructed to generate both a thought and an action (Yao et al., 2023b). Malformed generations
trigger an error response, shown in Figure 15, asking the model to try again, which is repeated until
a valid generation is received. Once a valid generation is received, past error messages are omitted
except for the first. The agent’s environment responses display computer output using the template
shown in Figure 14, but if no output is generated, a specific message stating “Your command ran
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successfully and did not produce any output” is included to enhances clarity. To further improve
context relevance, observations preceding the last 5 are each collapsed into a single line. By remov-
ing most of the content from prior observations, we maintain essential information about the plan
and action history while reducing unnecessary content, which allows for more interaction cycles and
avoids showing outdated file content. More on the implementation is provided in Appendix A.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Datasets. We evaluate on the SWE-bench dataset, which includes 2,294 task instances from 12
different repositories of popular Python packages (Jimenez et al., 2024). We report our main agent
results on the full SWE-bench test set and ablations and analysis on the SWE-bench Lite test set,
unless otherwise specified. SWE-bench Lite is a canonical subset of 300 instances from SWE-bench
with a focus on evaluating self-contained functional bug fixes.

Models. All results, ablations, and analysis are based on two leading LMs, GPT-
4 Turbo (gpt-4-1106-preview) (OpenAI et al., 2023) and Claude 3 Opus
(claude-3-opus-20240229) (Chiang et al., 2024). We experimented with a number of
additional closed and open source models, including Llama 3 and DeepSeek Coder, but found their
performance in the agent setting to be subpar. Many LMs’ context window is too small, such as
Llama 3 with a context window of 8k. GPT-4 Turbo and Claude 3 Opus have 128k and 200k token
context windows respectively,1 which provides enough room for the LM to interact for several turns
after being fed the initial set of system, issue description, and optionally, demonstrations.

Baselines. We compare SWE-agent against two baselines. The first setting is the non-interactive,
retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) baselines established in Jimenez et al. (2024). Here, a BM25
retrieval system is used to retrieve the most relevant codebase files using the issue as the query.
Provided these files, the model is asked to directly generate a patch file that resolves the issue.

The second setting, called Shell only, is adapted from the interactive coding framework introduced
in Yang et al. (2023a). Following the InterCode environment, this interactive baseline system asks
the LM to resolve the issue by interacting with a shell process on Linux. Like SWE-agent, the model
prediction is generated automatically based on the final state of the codebase after interaction.

Metrics. We report % Resolved as the main metric, which is the proportion of instances for which
all tests pass successfully after the model generated patch is applied to the repository (Jimenez et al.,
2024). We also report the $ Avg. Cost metric, the average API inference cost incurred from running
SWE-agent on a task instance, for successful instances. Due to budget constraints we set the per-
instance budget to $4. If a run exceeds this budget, the existing edits are submitted automatically.

Configuration Choice. During the design process of SWE-agent, we arrived at the final ACI design
through qualitative analysis of system behavior on small set of hand-picked easier examples from
the development split of SWE-bench. For the remaining hyperparameter choices, we perform a
hyperparameter sweep over the window size, history processing, and decoding temperature. Further
description of the configuration choice is provided in Appendix A.

5 RESULTS

Main Results. Across all systems, SWE-agent with GPT-4 Turbo yields the best performance,
solving 12.47% (286/2,294) of the full SWE-bench test set and 18.00% (54/300) of the Lite split.

We present several empirical ablations that quantify Agent-Computer Interface design’s effect on
task performance. We provide insights on language agents’ behavior and common failure modes.

5.1 ANALYSIS OF INTERFACE DESIGN

Following Section 3, we perform several ablations of the SWE-agent interface, specifically with
respect to the SWE-agent w/ GPT-4 set up. The performance of each ablation relative to SWE-agent

1Token counts for different models are not directly comparable, since they use different tokenizers.
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Table 1: Main results for SWE-agent performance on the full and Lite splits of the SWE-bench
test set. We benchmark models in the SWE-agent, Basic CLI, and Retrieval Augmented Generation
(RAG) settings established in SWE-bench (Jimenez et al., 2024).

SWE-bench SWE-bench Lite

Model % Resolved $ Avg. Cost % Resolved $ Avg. Cost

RAG
w/ GPT-4 Turbo 1.31 0.13 2.67 0.13
w/ Claude 3 Opus 3.79 0.25 4.33 0.25

Shell-only agent
w/ GPT-4 Turbo - - 11.00 1.46

w/o Demonstration - - 7.33 0.79

SWE-agent
w/ GPT-4 Turbo 12.47 1.59 18.00 1.67
w/ Claude 3 Opus 10.46 2.59 13.00 2.18

w/ GPT-4’s performance on SWE-bench Lite is denoted by the red arrow. Our case studies shed
light on interesting agent behavior along with the impact of different ACI designs.

Table 2: SWE-bench Lite performance under ablations to the SWE-agent interface, which is denoted
by . We consider different approaches to searching and editing (see Figures 4 and 5 respectively)
and study how information should be presented to the language model by varying the window size
of the file viewer and comparing to agents without a demonstration or without history management.

Editor

edit action 15.0 ↓ 3.0
w/ linting 18.0

Shell-only 10.3 ↓ 7.7

Search

Summarized 18.0
Iterative 12.0 ↓ 6.0
Shell-only 15.7 ↓ 2.3

File Viewer

30 lines 14.3 ↓ 3.7
100 lines 18.0
400 lines 17.0 ↓ 1.0
Full file 12.7 ↓ 5.3

Context

w/ demo. 18.0
Full history 15.0 ↓ 3.0

w/o demo. 16.3 ↓ 1.7

Human user interfaces are not always suitable as agent-computer interfaces. Current LMs are
vulnerable to a number of pitfalls when searching for relevant content in the Shell-only environment.
Some exploration patterns (e.g. chains of cd, ls, cat) are extremely inefficient. grep or find
look ups can be better, but occasionally produce many lines of irrelevant results. We hypothesize
that better localization is possible with faster navigation and a more informative search interface.

Search with Vanilla CLI
Agent performs manual search with ls + cd, or 
uses grep but struggles to interpret the result

 First, I should list out all the

files in the codebase that may contain

the definition of PVSystem.

 


$ ls

 It’s most likely the source file is in

pvlib/ folder. Let’s change directory.

 


$ cd pvlib/

benchmarks/

docs/

pvlib/

setup.py

setup.cfg

versioneer.py

README.md

...

Actions to show next/prev search result are 
repeated many times until results are exhausted

 I will use the `search_all` command

to find occurrences of "PVSystem”...

 


$ search “PVSystem”

 This is not the PVSystem class def...

 


$ next

[Result 1/15 (Line 70)] 
[File: pvlib/pvsystem.py] 
22:# a dict of required pa... 
23:_DC_MODEL_PARAMS = { 
24:    'sapm': { 
(97 more lines omitted)

UI-inspired Search
(1) Show all results in single output

(2) Tell agent to retry if too many results.

 The next step is to locate the

`PVSystem` class in the codebase and

modify the constructor... 

 


$ search “class PVSystem”

 It’s located in `pvlib/pvsystem.py`...

 


$ open pvlib/pvsystem.py

Found 1 matches for "class

   PVSystem" in /pvlib-python: 
/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/

   pvsystem.py (1 matches) 
End of matches

LM-friendly Search
Agent performs manual search with ls + cd, or 
uses grep but struggles to interpret the result

 First, I should list out all the

files in the codebase that may contain

the definition of PVSystem.

 


$ ls

 It’s most likely the source file is in

pvlib/ folder. Let’s change directory.

 


$ cd pvlib/

benchmarks/

docs/

pvlib/

setup.py

setup.cfg

versioneer.py

README.md

...

Actions to show next/prev search result are 
repeated many times until results are exhausted

 I will use the `search_all` command

to find occurrences of "PVSystem”...

 


$ search “PVSystem”

 This is not the PVSystem class def...

 


$ next

[Result 1/15 (Line 70)] 
[File: pvlib/pvsystem.py] 
22:# a dict of required pa... 
23:_DC_MODEL_PARAMS = { 
24:    'sapm': { 
(97 more lines omitted)

(1) Show all results in single output

(2) Tell agent to retry if too many results.

 The next step is to locate the

`PVSystem` class in the codebase and

modify the constructor... 

 


$ search “class PVSystem”

 It’s located in `pvlib/pvsystem.py`...

 


$ open pvlib/pvsystem.py

Found 1 matches for "class

   PVSystem" in /pvlib-python: 
/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/

   pvsystem.py (1 matches) 
End of matches

Iterative Search Summarized SearchShell-only Search

Figure 4: Visualizations of three different versions of the Search interface for task instance
pvlib pvlib-python-1224. In Shell-only, an agent performs localization strictly with stan-
dard bash commands and utilities. Compared to Iterative search, Summarized search shows an
exhaustive list of search results and also provides guidance on refining underspecified queries.

Figure 4 compares the Shell-only setting with two different search interfaces. Iterative search, di-
rectly inspired by traditional user interfaces for search, such as Vim or VSCode, shows results one
by one via the file viewer. Agents can look through results using next and prev actions. Each
result displays the matching line along with n surrounding lines of context. An advantage is that an
agent can begin editing directly after seeing the relevant code in its search. However, when given a
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large number of search results, agents tend to look through every match exhaustively, calling next,
until each result has been inspected. This inefficient behavior can exhaust an agent’s cost budget
or context window, leading to performance even worse than the Shell-only setting (15.7%↓ 2.3 for
Shell-only vs. 12.0%↓ 6.0 with Iterative search).

 To fix the issue, we need to modify

the `MathematicaParser` class...

 


$ sed -i "/# trig/i \'λ':'Symbol(\"λ\")'..."

 I’ll use cat to display `sympy/
parsing/mathematica.py`...

 


$ cat parsing/mathematica.py

File Content (~1079 Lines)

 It seems there’s a misunderstanding... 
I’ll write a Python script to add the rules...

 


$ echo (30 more lines omitted)

(No Output)

Shell-only Editing

 Let's edit the `_atom_conversions` 
dictionary to include the mapping....

 


$ edit 1055:1059 [Code Snippet] 
end_of_edit

1053: 
1054: 
1055: 
1056: 
1057: 
1058: 
1059: 
1060: 
1061: 
1062:

  Function=_parse... 
) 
_atom_conversions = { 
  "I": I, 
  "Pi": pi, 
  "E": E, 
  "λ": symbols('lamda'), 

def _from_fullform...

} 
} 

 Syntax

Error!

Editing w/o Linting

 Let's edit the `_atom_conversions` ...
 (Same as first action)Editing 

Your proposed edit has introduced

new syntax error(s). 
- E999 IndentationError

 


How your edit would have looked... 

The original code before your edit 

Your changes have NOT been applied.

Fix your edit command & try again.

[File Viewer w/ Edit Applied] 

[File Viewer of Original Code]

 


 The edit introduces an extra `{`. I will 
update my edit command to fix this... 

 


$ edit 1055:1060 [Code Snippet] end_of_edit

Editing w/ Linting
“LM-centric” edit = (1) Show file before & after 
edit (2) Block edits with syntax or compile errors

Failure Modes: (1) No std. out causes uncertainty 
(2) cat floods context window (3) LMs must track 

many states (e.g. line #s, pre/post-edit)

edit consolidates necessary steps → 1 action, 
but recovery from self-incurred errors is difficult

Figure 5: Visualizations of three different versions of the Edit component for task instance
sympy sympy-24102. Editing with Bash commands requires several actions to successfully
modify a file. The Editing component defines an edit command that leverages the File Viewer
component to replaces the Bash style editing workflow with a single command. Linting is beneficial
to stymieing cascading errors that often starts with an error-introducing edit by the agent.

Compact, efficient file editing is critical to performance. SWE-agent’s file editor and viewer is
designed to consolidate the editing process into a single command that allows for easy multi-line
edits with consistent feedback that automatically updates the agent’s view of the file after editing.
In the Shell-only setting, editing options are restrictive and prone to errors. The primary methods
available are either replacing entire files through redirection and overwriting or utilizing utilities like
sed for single-line or search-and-replace edits. Both methods have significant drawbacks. Redirec-
tion involves copying and rewriting entire files for even minor changes, which is both inefficient and
error-prone. Although sed can facilitate specific edits, executing multi-line edits is cumbersome
and can lead to unintended consequences that are challenging to detect. Moreover, both strategies
lack immediate feedback about file updates, making these silent operations potentially confusing
for models to interpret and increasing the risk of errors. Without SWE-agent’s file editor interface,
performance drops to (10.3% ↓ 7.7). We also find that agents are sensitive to the number of lines the
file viewer displays. Both too little content (30 lines, 14.3% ↓ 3.7) or too much (entire file, 12.7%
↓ 5.3) leads to lower performance.

Guardrails can improve error recovery. A prominent failure mode is when models repeatedly
edit the same code snippet. The usual suspect for this behavior is when an agent introduces
a syntax error (e.g., wrong indentation, extra parenthesis) via an errant edit. As discussed in
Section 3, we add an intervention to the edit logic such that a modification only applies if it does
not produce major errors. We compare this interface with the Shell-only and no-linting alternative
in Figure 5. This intervention improves performance considerably (Without Linting, 15.0% ↓ 3.0).

5.2 ANALYSIS OF AGENT BEHAVIOR

Consistent problem solving patterns emerge when LMs are equipped with a useful, intuitive ACI. In
this section, we discuss several model behaviors and problem solving patterns that can be discerned
from model performance and each model’s corresponding trajectories.

Reproduction and/or localization is the first step. SWE-agent usually starts a problem by at-
tempting to write reproduction code and/or localizing the issue’s cause to specific code based on file
names and symbols referenced in the issue description. This is reflected in Table 3 and Figure 6,
where four of the most frequent patterns involve performing such diagnostics. To reproduce, models
will create a new file, add reproduction code to it with an edit, then run with python (#2 in
Table 8). Localization happens both in the absence of and after reproduction; using file names and
symbols referenced in the issue description, agents will then invoke search dir, search file
(#8, 10), and find file (#9) to identify the root cause. In Figure 6, the distributions for the
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Table 3: The 10 most frequently
occurring patterns in trajectories of
resolved task instances by SWE-
agent w/ GPT-4. We define a pat-
tern as 3 consecutive actions.

Pattern Count

edit (3x) 308
create, edit, python 215
edit, python, edit 196
edit, python, rm 157
python, rm, submit 142
python, edit, python 125
edit, edit, python 122
open, search file, goto 107
edit, python, find file 98
search file, goto, edit 82
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Figure 6: We display the frequency with which actions are in-
voked at each turn by SWE-agent w/ GPT-4 for task instances
that it solved on the SWE-bench full test set (286 trajectories).

first four turns strongly correlate with these trends. Table 8 further corroborates this observation by
showing the most frequent patterns per turn.

A majority of turns are spent editing. From turn 5 onwards, the most frequent two actions for
all turns are edit and python. We show a normalized view of Figure 6 in Figure 13 for easy
comparison. The dominant pattern, also captured in Tables 3 and 8, is a repetition of editing a
file followed by running the original reproduction script to check if the change has the intended
effect. For turns 8 to 16, submit is the third most invoked action. From manual inspection, our
conclusions are that agents rarely deviate from this pattern but they rarely recognize dead ends or
reset their problem solving approach.

Agents succeed fast and fail slowly. We find that runs submitted relatively early are much more
likely to be successful compared to runs submitted after a larger number of steps or cost. We show in
Table 10 the distribution of resolved and unresolved instances, including only instances that did not
exhaust their budget. We observe that successful runs complete earlier and at cheaper cost compared
unsuccessful submissions. Overall, successful instances solved by SWE-agent w/ GPT 4 finish with
an median cost of $1.21 and 12 steps compared to a mean of $2.52 and 21 steps for unsuccessful
ones. Further, we find that 93.0% of resolved instances are submitted before exhausting their cost
budget. For these reasons, we suspect that increasing the maximum budget or token limit are unlikely
to lead to substantial increases in performance.

6 RELATED WORK

6.1 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING BENCHMARKS

Code generation benchmarks, which evaluate models on the task of synthesizing code from nat-
ural language descriptions, have served as a long standing bellwether for measuring LM perfor-
mance (Chen et al., 2021; Austin et al., 2021; Hendrycks et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2021). Subsequent
works have built upon the code generation task formulation to contribute new benchmarks that
translate problems to different (programming) languages (Cassano et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023b),
incorporate third party libraries (Lai et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2024b), introduce derivative code com-
pletion tasks (Muennighoff et al., 2024; Huang et al., 2024), increase test coverage (Liu et al., 2023),
change the edit scope (Ding et al., 2023; Yu et al., 2023; Du et al., 2023), and add robustness to
dataset contamination (Jain et al., 2024). Code generation problems are largely self-contained, with
short problem descriptions (∼100 lines) and corresponding solutions that are similarly brief, requir-
ing nothing more complex than basic language primitives. Tests are either handwritten or generated
synthetically via fuzz testing. In recent months, rapid development of LMs has begun to saturate
many of these benchmarks. The top method solves 94.4% of HumanEval (Zhou et al., 2023a).

Gauging future trends with the code generation task paradigm may be limited by the simplicity
of this setting and cost of human-in-the-loop problem creation. In response, recent efforts have
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demonstrated that software engineering (SE) can serve as a diverse, challenging testbed for LM
evaluation (Zhang et al., 2023; Jimenez et al., 2024; Liu et al., 2024a). Repository-level code editing
introduces many reasoning challenges grounded in real SE subtasks such as spotting errant code,
identifying cross-file relationships, and understanding codebase-specific symbols and conventions.
As a field, SE has generally studied tasks in a more isolated manner; prior benchmarks tend to frame
problems in isolation from the rest of a codebase (Just et al., 2014; Karampatsis & Sutton, 2019).

We use SWE-bench because it unites many separate SE tasks such as automated program repair (Xia
& Zhang, 2022; Fan et al., 2023; Sobania et al., 2023), bug localization (Chakraborty et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2024), and testing (Kang et al., 2023; Xia et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023a) under a single
task formulation that faithfully mirrors practical SE. Furthermore, SWE-bench task instances are
diverse, having been collected from real GitHub issues across 12 different repositories. In addition,
SWE-bench performance is based on rigorous, automatic execution-based evaluation.

6.2 LANGUAGE MODELS AS AGENTS

The co-emergence of stronger LMs, increasingly challenging benchmarks, and practical use cases
have all together motivated a paradigm shift in LMs’ inference setting. In place of traditional
zero/few-shot generation, language agents (Sumers et al., 2023; Xi et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2024a),
which use LMs to interact with a real/virtual world, have proliferated as the default setting for web
navigation (Nakano et al., 2022; Thoppilan et al., 2022; Yao et al., 2023a;b; Zhou et al., 2023b;
Sridhar et al., 2023; Press et al., 2023; Koh et al., 2024), computer control (Wu et al., 2024; Xie
et al., 2024), and code generation tasks (Yin et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023c).

Interaction and code generation are increasingly used together, with code as the modality of choice
for actions (Yang et al., 2023a; Wang et al., 2024b), tool construction (Wang et al., 2024c; Zhang
et al., 2024; Gu et al., 2024), and reasoning (Zelikman et al., 2022; 2024; Shinn et al., 2023). Code
language agents have also been applied to offensive security (Yang et al., 2023b; Shao et al., 2024;
Fang et al., 2024), theorem proving (Thakur et al., 2024), and clinical tasks (Shi et al., 2024b).

To the best of our knowledge, SWE-agent is the first work to explore language agents for end-to-end
software engineering (SE). A key observation we noticed when designing SWE-agent is that many
interactive methods, which perform well for rudimentary code completion tasks, do not work for
more general settings like SE, a trend also exhibited by baselines for difficult math and competitive
programming benchmarks (Shi et al., 2024a).

SWE-agent’s takeaways are a reliable indicator of the robustness and scalability of agents’ ability
to reason with code. In addition, prior works tend to independently explore the merits of tool use,
prompting techniques, and code execution in interactive settings. Agent-Computer Interface design
accounts for the sum of these factors under a unified framework and introduces the idea that crafting
LM-centric interactive components has meaningful effects on downstream task performance.

7 DISCUSSION

We introduce SWE-agent, a language agent for software engineering that achieves state-of-the-art
performance on SWE-bench. Through our design methodology, empirical results, and analysis, we
demonstrate the process and value of designing agent-computer interfaces (ACI) tailored for agents.
We release our code, prompts and generations, and set up the codebase to allow for easy extension
to new commands, and feedback and agent history formats. We hope that SWE-agent will serve as
a foundation that inspires future work towards more versatile and powerful agents.

Beyond various empirical applications, we hope the further study of ACIs could also make principled
use and contribute to our understanding of language models and agents, analogous to the synergy
between human-computer interaction (HCI) and psychology (Carroll, 1997). Humans and LMs have
different characteristics, training objectives, specialities, and limitations (Griffiths, 2020; McCoy
et al., 2023), and the interface design processes can be seen as systematic behavioral experimentation
that could reveal more insights into these differences, and establish a comparative understanding of
human and artificial intelligence.
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APPENDIX

In the appendix, we provide additional analyses and more extensive discussions about SWE-agent,
Agent Computer Interface (ACI) Design, and model performance on the full and Lite splits of SWE-
bench. We also provide several thorough, manually curated case studies of SWE-agent performance
on select task instances.

A SWE-AGENT INTERFACE

System Prompt
 Describe environment and command
 Specify response format

 Give reported issue descriptio
 Instructions to resolve issu
 High-level strategy tips

Issue statement

Demonstration
Full trajectory of a successful example

Thought & Action

Environment Response (collapsed)

Environment Response

Thought & Action

Thought & Action

Environment Response

Submit

Patch File
diff --git a/src/sqlfluff/rules/L060.py 
b/src/sqlfluff/rules/L060.py 
--- a/src/sqlfluff/rules/L060.py 
+++ b/src/sqlfluff/rules/L060.py

...

Figure 7: An overview over the struc-
ture of a trajectory: We first present
the system prompt, demonstration (op-
tional), and issue statement. The agent
then interacts in turn with the environ-
ment. Past observations may be col-
lapsed, i.e. we truncate any long output,
as described in Section 3.

In this section, we go into greater discussion about the
design methodology, appearance, and implementation of
each of the SWE-agent components. As described in
Section 3, the SWE-agent interface is consists of sev-
eral components that enable agents to accomplish key
sub-tasks that are fundamental to solving software en-
gineering problems. Namely: localizing which file(s)
require editing, generating edits to fix the described is-
sue, and writing scripts to verify the correctness of fixes.
To enable LM-based agents to efficiently carry out these
individual functions and progress towards the overarch-
ing goal of resolving a codebase issue, we provide a file
viewer, file editor, search / navigation system, and con-
text management system. In Section A.1, we provide a
thorough breakdown of each of these components. In
Section A.2, we discuss how SWE-agent is configured
to support the final interface, along with how SWE-agent
is built to enable easy extensibility and customization to
alter the interface. Finally, in Section A.3, we discuss
the technical design decisions and challenges of building
out SWE-agent, along with an overview of the advantages
and shortcomings of using SWE-agent as a platform for
future explorations of agent-driven software engineering
systems.

A.1 COMPONENT DESIGN

In this section, we revisit each component discussed in
Section 3. First, we describe the motivation for the com-
ponent, then provide complete descriptions of their in-
put requirement(s), output format, usage, and notes about
what parts of the interface heavily influence language
model behavior.

File Viewer. As discussed in Section 3, the File Viewer
is fundamental to a language agent’s ability to understand file content and invoke appropriate edits.
In a Terminal-only setting, there are several commands that can be used to inspect file content.
However, out of the box command line tools are sub-optimal or limiting for language agents for
several reasons. First, commands that print files to standard output (e.g. cat, printf) can easily
flood a language agent’s context window with too much file content, the majority of which is usually
irrelevant to the issue. Enabling a language agent to filter out distractions and focus on relevant code
snippets is crucial to generating effective edits. While commands like head and tail reduce length
to the first/last n lines, it is not intuitive to use bash commands to perform in-file navigation. It is
either impossible or requires a long list of arguments to show specific file lines. Furthermore, since
such Bash commands are stateless, “scrolling” up/down relative to the current file position typically
requires regenerating the same lengthy command with minor changes. Interactive tools like more
and less accommodate this, but (1) representing navigation actions (multiple key up/down clicks)
is intuitive for humans, but is verbose and costly for language agents, and (2) even if jumping to a
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File Viewer
open atmosphere.py

Find Files

Found 2 matches for "atmosphere.py" in /pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib:

/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/tests/atmosphere.py

/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/atmosphere.py

find_file atmosphere.py

Search Directory

Found 4 matches for "APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS" in /pvlib__pvlib-
python:

/pvlib__pvlib-python/docs/sphinx/source/whatsnew/v0.3.0.txt (1 
matches)

/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/atmosphere.py (2 matches)

/pvlib__pvlib-python/pvlib/location.py (1 matches)

End of matches for "APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS" in /pvlib__pvlib-
python

search_dir APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS

Search File

Found 2 matches for "APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS" in /pvlib__pvlib-
python/pvlib/atmosphere.py:

Line 12:APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS = ('simple', 'kasten1966', 
'kastenyoung1989',

Line 15:AIRMASS_MODELS = APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS + 
TRUE_ZENITH_MODELS

End of matches for "APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS" in /pvlib__pvlib-
python/pvlib/atmosphere.py

search_file APPARENT_ZENITH_MODELS

(255 more lines above)

256:def gueymard94_pw(temp_air, relative_humidity):

257:  r"""

258:  Calculates precipitable water (cm) from ambient air temperature (C)

259:  and relatively humidity (%) using an empirical model. The

260:  accuracy of this method is approximately 20% for moderate PW (1-3

261:  cm) and less accurate otherwise.

262:

263:  The model was developed by expanding Eq. 1 in [2]_:

264:

265:  .. math::

266:

267:       Pw = 0.1 H_v \rho_v

343:

344:

345:def bird_hulstrom80_aod_bb(aod380, aod500):

346:  """

347:  Approximate broadband aerosol optical depth.

348:

349:  Bird and Hulstrom developed a correlation for broadband aerosol

350:  depth (AOD) using two wavelengths, 380 nm and 500 nm.

351:

352:  Parameters

353:  ----------

354:  aod380 : numeric

355:    AOD measured at 380 nm. [unitless]

(180 more lines below)

(76 lines omitted)

Figure 8: The File Viewer and Search components of the SWE-agent interface. The corresponding
commands for each component are shown in blue. These examples are copied from trajectories
generated by SWE-agent w/ GPT-4 Turbo on the pvlib pvlib-python-1603 task instance.

specific line number is allowed, it is not possible to quickly identify what classes/methods/symbols
are declared in a file and go to their definitions.

We provide a visualization of the File Viewer component in Figure 8.

A.2 CONFIGURATION

The SWE-agent system is instantiated by three functional components: a language model, a config-
uration, and a shell process running in a Docker container.

An agent-computer interface is made up of four categories of configurable components:

1. Prompt templates - templates prompts are used to inform the language model of the envi-
ronment and API, augment environment responses with the values of state variables, and
provide the initial task setting.

2. Command files - these files contain the source code of bash or Python functions and scripts.
Commands are easily modified, added, and removed through manipulating these files’ code
contents directly. Documentation added in these files can also be injected into prompts to
inform the model of the available commands.

3. Control flow - methods for parsing model responses and processing history can be specified
through these configuration arguments.

4. Environment variables - initial values of variables that may interact with commands and
the shell can also be specified in the configuration.

A.3 IMPLEMENTATION
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Table 4: In additional to the standard Linux Bash commands, we provide SWE-agent with special-
ized tools, including an interactive file viewer, search functionalities, and edit tools for the open file.
Required arguments are enclosed in <> and optional arguments are in [].

Category Command Documentation

File
viewer

open <path>
[<line number>]

Opens the file at the given path in the editor.
If line number is provided, the window will
move to include that line.

goto <line number> Moves the window to show line number.

scroll down Moves the window up 100 lines.

scroll up Moves the window down 100 lines.

Search
tools

search file <search term>
[<file>]

Searches for search term in file. If file is not
provided, searches in the current open file.

search dir <search term>
[<dir>]

Searches for search term in all files in dir.
If dir is not provided, searches in the current di-
rectory.

find file <file name>
[<dir>]

Finds all files with the given name in dir. If dir is
not provided, searches in the current directory.

File
editing

edit <n>:<m>
<replacement text>
end of edit

Replaces lines n through m (inclusive) with
the given text in the open file. All of the
replacement textwill be entered, so make
sure your indentation is formatted properly.
Python files will be checked for syntax errors
after the edit. If an error is found, the edit will
not be executed. Reading the error message and
modifying your command is recommended as
issuing the same command will return the same
error.

create <filename> Creates and opens a new file with the given
name.

Task submit Generates and submits the patch from all previ-
ous edits and closes the shell.
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Table 5: Hyper parameter sweep results on a subset of the dev split. % Resolved shows the mean
score across 5 samples.

Model Temperature Window History % Resolved

GPT-4 Turbo 0.0 100 Full 14.1
GPT-4 Turbo 0.0 100 Last 5 15.1
GPT-4 Turbo 0.0 200 Full 9.2
GPT-4 Turbo 0.0 200 Last 5 10.8
GPT-4 Turbo 0.2 100 Full 10.8
GPT-4 Turbo 0.2 100 Last 5 12.4
GPT-4 Turbo 0.2 200 Full 8.7
GPT-4 Turbo 0.2 200 Last 5 10.8

Claude 3 Opus 0.0 100 Full 5.4
Claude 3 Opus 0.0 100 Last 5 8.1
Claude 3 Opus 0.0 200 Full 7.0
Claude 3 Opus 0.0 200 Last 5 7.1
Claude 3 Opus 0.2 100 Full 7.4
Claude 3 Opus 0.2 100 Last 5 8.1
Claude 3 Opus 0.2 200 Full 8.1
Claude 3 Opus 0.2 200 Last 5 6.8

A.4 HYPERPARAMETER SWEEP

We performed a hyperparameter sweep using a subset of 37 instances sampled randomly from the
dev split of SWE-bench.

B EXTENDED RESULTS

In this section, we provide additional results, including performance marginalized against differ-
ent dimensions, patch generation statistics, and problem solving patterns reflected by SWE-agent
trajectories. Per analysis, we provide numerical or qualitative evidence that supports our findings,
describe our takeaways from each finding, and discuss both the strengths of SWE-agent relative to
prior baselines along with future directions based on improving common failure modes in SWE-
agent’s performance.

B.1 MODEL PERFORMANCE

We present analyses of model performance marginalized across different dimensions and categories.

Performance by Repository. We include a repository-by-repository breakdown of model per-
formance on the SWE-bench Lite dataset in Table 6. We also include and adjust the perfor-
mance of Claude 2 on SWE-bench, inherited from the baseline performances established in the
original work. As presented above, SWE-agent performance is superior to prior approaches,
solving not only a higher percentage of problems across repositories, but also resolving prob-
lems in repositories that were previously nearly or completely unsolved by prior approaches (e.g.
matplotlib/matplotlib, sympy/sympy).

Temporal Analysis. In Table 7, we provide a temporal breakdown that shows the % Resolved
statistics for task instances from different years. There is no clear correlation between a task in-
stance’s creation year and its resolution rate across either models or setting. For instance, while the
SWE-agent w/ GPT-4 approach solves the highest percentage of problems from 2021, the RAG w/
GPT-4 and SWE-agent w/ Claude 3 Opus approaches perform best on task instances from 2022.
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Table 6: % Resolved performance across repositories represented in the SWE-bench Lite dataset.
Each row corresponds to a repository while each column is the model’s performance for that repos-
itory. The numbers in parentheses in the “Repo” column is the number of task instances in SWE-
bench Lite that are from the corresponding repository.

SWE-agent RAG

Repo GPT 4 Claude 3 Opus GPT 4 Claude 3 Opus Claude 2

astropy/astropy (6) 16.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
django/django (114) 26.32% 16.67% 4.39% 6.14% 5.26%
matplotlib/matplotlib (23) 13.04% 13.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
mwaskom/seaborn (4) 25.00% 0.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00%
pallets/flask (3) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
psf/requests (6) 33.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
pydata/xarray (5) 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00%
pylint-dev/pylint (6) 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
pytest-dev/pytest (17) 17.65% 5.88% 0.00% 5.88% 5.88%
scikit-learn/scikit-learn (23) 17.39% 17.39% 0.00% 4.35% 8.70%
sphinx-doc/sphinx (16) 6.25% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
sympy/sympy (77) 10.39% 5.19% 1.30% 2.60% 0.00%

Table 7: % Resolved performance for task instances from different years represented in the SWE-
bench Lite dataset. Each row corresponds to a year while each column is the model’s performance
for task instances with a created at timestamp from that year. The numbers in parentheses in
the Year column is the number of task instances in SWE-bench Lite from that corresponding year.

SWE-agent RAG

Year GPT 4 Claude 3 Opus GPT 4 Claude 3 Opus Claude 2

2023 (30) 23.33% 13.33% 3.33% 3.33% 0.0%
2022 (57) 21.05% 17.54% 5.26% 7.02% 1.75%
2021 (42) 23.81% 11.9% 2.38% 4.76% 2.38%
2020 (66) 10.61% 7.58% 3.03% 1.52% 1.52%
Before 2020 (105) 17.14% 10.48% 0.95% 4.76% 5.71%

B.2 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

Turns to Resolution. Figure 9 visualizes the distribution of the number of turns SWE-agent
needed to complete task instances that were successfully resolved. On the full SWE-bench test
set, SWE-agent w/ GPT-4 takes an average of 14.71 turns to finish a trajectory, with a median of 12
turns and 75% of trajectories being completed within 18 turns. On the Lite split of the SWE-bench
test set, SWE-agent w/ Claude 3 Opus takes an average of 12.71 turns to finish a trajectory, with a
median of 13 turns and 75% of trajectories being completed within 15 turns. From the distribution,
it is evident that across models and SWE-bench splits, the majority of task instances are typically
solved and completed comfortably within the number of allotted turns. This also points to a gen-
eral area of improvement for language agent systems - if a language agent’s initial problem solving
approach, typically reflected in the first 10 to 20 turns, does not yield a good solution, it struggles
to make use of later turns that build upon past mistakes. To remedy this issue and induce stronger
error recovery capabilities in language agents, future directions could consider improving either the
model, the companion ACI, or both. While modeling innovations and better data for language mod-
els is a heavily investigated ongoing research direction, we purport that building more adaptive and
powerful ACIs may be a much more efficient and generalizable solution for solving difficult interac-
tive tasks with language agents. For instance, one can imagine improving the context management
system such that it can recognize unsuccessful or unproductive turns in a problem solving trajectory,
then synthesize these turns into a more succinct and helpful error message that prompts the model
to attempt a different problem solving approach which avoids repeating past faults.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the number of turns for interactive trajectories corresponding to solved
task instances. The left histogram shows this distribution for SWE-agent w/ GPT 4 on the full SWE-
bench test set (286 trajectories). The right histogram is the performance of SWE-agent w/ Claude 3
Opus on the Lite split of the SWE-bench test set (35 trajectories).
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Figure 10: The distribution of agent trajectories by total steps (left) and cost (right) for SWE-agent
with GPT-4 Turbo on SWE-bench. The distributions of resolved instances are shown in orange
and unresolved are shown in blue. Resolved instances clearly display an earlier mean and fewer
proportion of trajectories with many steps or that cost near the maximum budget of $4.00.
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B.3 PERFORMANCE VARIANCE AND PASS@kATE

Since running SWE-agent on SWE-bench can be rather expensive, we perform, all results, unless
otherwise stated, are reported using a pass@1 metric (% Resolved). However, we also test our main
SWE-agent configuration for a higher number of runs to test the variance and pass@k performance
for k ∈ {3, 6}. These results are shown in Table 9, suggesting that average performance variance is
relatively low, though per-instance resolution can change considerably.
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Figure 11: We assign each pattern to one of five categories (as presented in Table 8) and present a
histogram of the turns at which patterns from specific categories show up frequently.
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Figure 12: This density plot shows a normalized distribution of actions across different turns of
a trajectory. exit cost refers to when the token budget cost was exhausted and the episode’s
changes are automatically submitted (contrary to an intentional submit invoked by the agent).
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Table 8: Similar to Table 3, we present a table of the most frequently occurring action patterns
at each turn (“frequently” means ≥ 4 times) in trajectories of task instances resolved by SWE-
agent w/ GPT-4. For instance, the pattern create,edit,python appears 156 times at the first
to third turns. In addition, we also manually assign each entry a category (Reproduction, Editing,
Localization (File), Localization (Line), Submission) that generally captures the underlying purpose
of such a pattern.

Turns Pattern Count Category

1-3 create, edit, python 156 Reproduction
1-3 search dir, open, search file 21 Localization (File)
1-3 search dir, open, scroll down 12 Localization (Line)
1-3 create, edit, edit 11 Reproduction
1-3 search dir, open, edit 10 Localization (Line)
2-4 edit, python, find file 71 Localization (File)
2-4 edit, python, edit 37 Reproduction
2-4 edit, python, search dir 26 Localization (File)
2-4 edit, python, open 15 Localization (File)
2-4 open, edit, edit 13 Editing
2-4 open, edit, create 13 Editing
2-4 open, scroll down, scroll down 9 Localization (Line)
2-4 open, scroll down, edit 5 Editing
2-4 open, edit, submit 5 Submission
3-5 python, find file, open 61 Localization (File)
3-5 python, edit, python 25 Editing
3-5 search file, goto, edit 24 Localization (Line)
3-5 python, search dir, open 23 Localization (File)
3-5 edit, create, edit 13 Editing
3-5 python, edit, edit 11 Editing
3-5 python, open, edit 7 Editing
3-5 python, find file, find file 7 Localization (File)
3-5 edit, edit, submit 4 Submission
3-5 edit, edit, create 4 Editing
4-6 find file, open, edit 28 Editing
4-6 find file, open, search file 19 Localization (Line)
4-6 edit, edit, python 11 Reproduction
4-6 goto, edit, edit 8 Editing
4-6 find file, open, goto 8 Localization (Line)
4-6 goto, edit, submit 7 Submission
4-6 goto, edit, create 7 Editing
4-6 find file, open, scroll down 6 Localization (Line)
4-6 scroll down, scroll down, edit 5 Localization (Line)
4-6 find file, find file, open 5 Localization (File)
5-7 open, search file, goto 29 Localization (Line)
5-7 open, edit, python 20 Editing
5-7 open, goto, edit 7 Editing
5-7 scroll down, edit, submit 4 Submission
6-8 scroll down (x3) 6 Localization (Line)
6-8 search file, goto, scroll down 4 Localization (Line)
7-9 edit, python, rm 20 Editing
7-9 goto, edit, python 12 Editing
8-10 python, rm, submit 19 Submission
8-10 search file, goto, search file 4 Localization (File)
9-11 edit (x3) 18 Editing
9-11 edit, open, edit 6 Editing
9-11 goto, search file, goto 4 Localization (Line)
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Figure 13: A normalized view of Table 6. The distributions for turn n are normalized across the
number of trajectories that have a length of at least n or more turns.
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Table 9: Pass@k performance for SWE-agent with GPT-4 Turbo on SWE-bench Lite.

SWE-bench Lite

Model pass@1 pass@3 pass@6

SWE-agent
w/ GPT-4 Turbo 17.94% 27.35% 32.67%
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C PROMPTS

We provide a visualization of the variety of prompts used as part of SWE-agent.

Figure 14: The environment’s response template. This is emitted after each observation to inform
the model of the current state of the shell and programs.

Response Template

{OBSERVATION}
(Open file: /path/to/open/file.py)
(Current directory: /path/to/cwd)
bash-$

Figure 15: The environment’s error message. This is emitted if a model generation doesn’t conform
to the thought-action format suggested.

Error Message

Your output was not formatted correctly. You must always include one
discussion and one command as part of your response. Make sure you do
not have multiple discussion/command tags.
Please make sure your output precisely matches the following format:
DISCUSSION
Discuss here with yourself about what your planning and what you're
going to do in this step.

```
command(s) that you're going to run
```

Figure 16: The system prompt for SWE-agent describes the environment. The documentation
field is populated with brief description of all enabled commands, similar to Table 4.

System Prompt

SETTING: You are an autonomous programmer, and you’re working directly in the command line with
a special interface.
The special interface consists of a file editor that shows you 100 lines of a file at a time. In addition to
typical bash commands, you can also use the following commands to help you navigate and edit files.
COMMANDS: {documentation}
Please note that THE EDIT COMMAND REQUIRES PROPER INDENTATION. If you’d like to add the
line ‘ print(x)’ you must fully write that out, with all those spaces before the code! Indentation is
important and code that is not indented correctly will fail and require fixing before it can be run.
RESPONSE FORMAT:
Your shell prompt is formatted as follows:
(Open file: <path>) <cwd> $
You need to format your output using two fields; discussion and command. Your output should always
include one discussion and one command field EXACTLY as in the following example:
DISCUSSION
First I’ll start by using ls to see what files are in the current directory. Then maybe we can look at some
relevant files to see what they look like.
```
ls -a
```
You should only include a SINGLE command in the command section and then wait for a response from
the shell before continuing with more discussion and commands. Everything you include in the DISCUS-
SION section will be saved for future reference. If you’d like to issue two commands at once, PLEASE
DO NOT DO THAT! Please instead first submit just the first command, and then after receiving a response
you’ll be able to issue the second command. You’re free to use any other bash commands you want (e.g.
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Preprint

find, grep, cat, ls, cd) in addition to the special commands listed above. However, the environment does
NOT support interactive session commands (e.g. python, vim), so please do not invoke them.

Figure 17: A simplified demonstration template showing how demonstrations are provided to the
model as a single message. Here we show only the final 3 turns in the demonstration for brevity.

Demonstration

Here is a demonstration of how to correctly accomplish this task.
It is included to show you how to correctly use the interface.
You do not need to follow exactly what is done in the demonstration.
--- DEMONSTRATION ---
{{INSTANCE PROMPT}}

The code has been updated to use the `round` function, which should
fix the rounding issue. Before submitting the changes, it would
be prudent to run the reproduce.py code again to ensure that this
change has the desired effect. I see that "Current directory" is
still `/marshmallow-code__marshmallow`, so we can just run
`reproduce.py` directly.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
```
python reproduce.py
```
345

(Open file: /marshmallow-code__marshmallow/src/marshmallow/fields.py)
(Current directory: /marshmallow-code__marshmallow)
bash-$
The output has changed from 344 to 345, which suggests that the

rounding issue has been fixed. Let's remove the reproduce.py file
since it is no longer needed.

↪→
↪→
```
rm reproduce.py
```
Your command ran successfully and did not produce any output.
(Open file: /marshmallow-code__marshmallow/src/marshmallow/fields.py)
(Current directory: /marshmallow-code__marshmallow)
bash-$
rm doesn't have any output when it deletes successfully, so that must

have worked. Now that we have fixed the issue, we should submit
our changes to the code base. Let's submit the changes using the
`submit` command.

↪→
↪→
↪→
```
submit
```
--- END OF DEMONSTRATION ---
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